Discussion Guide-One Click For Love (Feel free to use some or all of the questions)
Also send me a picture of your book club reading any of my books! I’ll spotlight you
on some of my platforms! taylormadedaydreams@gmail.com Include your location &
Bookclub name!
1. Do you believe in “chemistry/connection” at first sight/touch? Or do you feel it could
end up boring you down the road?
2. Have you ever dealt with family members (male or female) butting into your love life?
3. Have you ever gone on a date when the “hormone monster” had you in its grasp?
4. (TMI Question) Have you ever run into a “new” and what you considered “odd” sexual
situation? Did you end up enjoying it, or did it turn you 100% off. Or were you
somewhere in the middle?
5. What do you think about the situation with Brihanna and her friends coming over her
house (uninvited), when they knew she was with Lawrence?
6. Do you have a family member or friend that you can talk to about ANYTHING? Like
Brihanna was able to talk to Aunt D?
7. Why do you think Brihanna was so afraid to learn to cook on her own? Was it the
thought of failing? Are women too hard on themselves in this age of “black girl magic”
about being successful in everything they do?
8. Do you agree with Mika that cooking among other things, can be a way to show you
“care” for someone? A way to “tend” to them. This has been a theme in many cultures
as often family “togetherness” takes place around food (think Soul Food). Where do you
fall on the “women need to know how to cook” debate?
9. Is Robert justified in being mad with his wife and sister springing “the dinner” on him?
Also do you have a family member(s) who you or others have to tip toe around to avoid
a blow up?
10. It’s at this point in the book that Lawrence starts to feel the “pressure” to be accepted
by her family. Have you ever been in a relationship where you felt scrutinized more
than called for by the family of your significant other?
11. On a scale of 1 to 10, how important is it to you to have your family’s approval on
someone you seriously dating? Discuss your ratings.

12. Single women, often not even thirty yet, deal with people acting as if they have missed
their chance at love. This book is fiction, and meant to be a “bit” fantastical at times.
Think on the scene when everyone freaked out about Brihanna bringing a man home,
as well as the scene where they found out she met his mother. Why do you think “some”
people in real life act that way? Do you think they realize they are being insensitive?
13. Brihanna is still mad at Lawrence when she goes to take care of him after the game. Do
you think that’s part of “loving” someone? That even mad, you want what’s best for
them.
14. When they finally let go and have frenzied sex do you think that tied in to Lawrence
making their relationship official? Was the act of him loosing control needed for their
relationship to go to that next level of trust? On his end, her end or both?
15. Why do you think Lawrence was oblivious to Julian liking him? Do you think men don’t
clue in to that, unless they are interested in the woman? Or do you think they secretly
get off on knowing a female likes them and “may” even be keeping them in the wings
for later?
16. How do you feel about the way Brihanna handled Julian?
17. Danielle and Darrell, were they wrong trying to hook up at the party? Would you hook
up with a best friend’s family member?
18. Does Brihanna secretly blame herself for being the last straw that made her father
leave after she was born? Do you think part of her (and Robert) being less open to
people “in general” is due to this childhood drama?
19. This ending is a “Happy For Now”, as they say in the romance writing industry
(anything not ending in a marriage). Do you think that the couple will make it long term,
having worked out a few communication issues and addressed some inner fears?

Feel free to discuss any elements you thought stood out.
I hope you and your friends found some enjoyment reading this story!
Thank you for supporting Black Authors!
Please review on the retailer you bought the book from, Goodreads or Bookbub. It
makes a huge difference for authors getting shown to other readers.
Taylor Love

